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Effects of Pitavastatin Beyond Cholesterol Reduction:
Surprises and Lessons from a Prospective
Randomized Open-Label Clinical Trial
Masao Moroi
Department of Cardiovascular Medicine, Toho University Ohashi Medical Center, Tokyo, Japan
ABSTRACT: Statins (hydroxymethylglutaryl-CoA reductase inhibitors) are used globally in patients
with hypercholesterolemia to prevent atherosclerotic diseases. The effectiveness of statins in reducing the
number of cardiovascular events depends on the degree to which low-density lipoprotein cholesterol
(LDL-C) levels are reduced. In Japan, the three most commonly used moderate-intensity statins are
pitavastatin (2 mg/day), atorvastatin (10 mg/day), and rosuvastatin (2.5 mg/day). Until recently, the frequency of cardiovascular events among patients taking these statins had not been explored. We reported
the outcomes of patients with hypercholesterolemia treated with either pitavastatin or atorvastatin in the
TOHO lipid intervention trial using pitavastatin (TOHO-LIP). In this article, the beneficial effects of
pitavastatin beyond cholesterol reduction discovered in the TOHO-LIP trial are described and a historical
backdrop is provided. The subjects were patients with hypercholesterolemia with one or more risk factors for atherosclerosis, randomized to receive either pitavastatin (2 mg/day; n = 332) or atorvastatin (10
mg/day; n = 332). The follow-up period was 240 weeks. The primary composite end point was cardiovascular death, sudden death of unknown origin, nonfatal myocardial infarction, nonfatal stroke, transient
ischemic attack, or heart failure requiring hospitalization. Patients who received pitavastatin treatment
experienced fewer cardiovascular events during the follow-up than those who received atorvastatin treatment, although both statins produced similar effects on LDL-C levels. Subgroup analyses revealed that the
cardio-ankle vascular index was significantly lower among patients in the pitavastatin group than in the
atorvastatin group. Moreover, the preheparin serum lipoprotein lipase mass level, which correlates negatively with coronary atherosclerosis progression, was higher in the pitavastatin group than in the atorvastatin group. Recently, pitavastatin has been shown to have anticancer effects by inhibiting cell growth.
Pitavastatin may similarly inhibit atherosclerosis-related cell growth, thereby reducing rates of cardiovascular events in high-risk patients.
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Background to the TOHO-LIP Trial

of experiencing a cardiovascular event. The subjects
were patients with hypercholesterolemia with one or

High levels of low-density lipoprotein cholesterol (LDL-

more risks for atherosclerotic CVD attending Toho Uni-

C) have been shown to cause atherosclerotic disease.

versity’s Omori, Ohashi, or Sakura Medical Centers.

Statins are drugs designed to lower circulating LDL-C

Either atorvastatin or pitavastatin treatment was

levels and therefore reduce atherosclerotic disease risk.

assigned randomly to participants in an open-label fash-

In 2006, pravastatin (Mevalotin ), a low-to moderate-

ion and the rates of cardiovascular events were observed

intensity statin, was shown to be effective for primary

in both treatment groups for 5 years. The study design is

cardiovascular disease (CVD) in patients with hypercho-

illustrated in Fig. 1.4）

®

lesterolemia in Japan.1） Atorvastatin (Lipitor®), a moderate-to high-intensity statin, was approved for medical use

Sample Size and Participant Recruitment

in the United States (US) in 1996 under Pfizer’s patent

It was estimated that 678 participants would be

and in Japan in 2002. Pitavastatin was introduced in

required for statistical power to show the non-inferiority

Japan by Nissan Chemical Industries and was developed

of pitavastatin to atorvastatin therapy at reducing rates

by Kowa Pharmaceuticals, Tokyo. Pitavastatin was

of cardiovascular events. There were many discussions

approved for medical use in Japan in 2003 and in the US

with Professor Yamamura of Josai International Univer-

by the Food and Drug Administration in 2009 under the

sity regarding the patient number setting. The number

trade name Livalo . Professor Koji Shirai of the Depart-

of patients recruited was calculated with a non-inferiority

ment of Internal Medicine, Toho University Sakura Medi-

margin of 8%. The recruitment period was extended

cal Center, planned to conduct a head-to-head multicenter

from 1 to 2 years as the recruitment rate was low. The

prospective randomized open-label study of atorvastatin

largest number of patients were recruited at Sakura

and pitavastatin to compare their effects on cardiovascu-

Medical Center, under the control of Professor Shirai in

lar event reduction at three affiliated Medical Centers of

the Department of Diabetes and Metabolism. Conse-

Toho University. The TOHO-LIP trial began in 2008,

quently, a large number of diabetic patients with hyper-

before pitavastatin was approved in the US, and we

cholesterolemia were recruited into the TOHO-LIP trial.

anticipated that the TOHO-LIP trial would provide

Study participants and their laboratory data were regis-

important insights that could affect the treatment of

tered with the cooperation of the Department of Diabetes

patients with hypercholesterolemia worldwide. In April

and Metabolism, the Department of Cardiology, the

2007, the JIKEI Heart study was published in the Lancet,

Department of Neurology, and the Department of Phar-

reporting the effects of the antihypertensive drug valsar-

macy at three Toho University medical centers. In par-

tan (Diovan ) on cardiovascular event prevention. The

ticular, I believe that the data input of lipid levels and

®

®

publication was retracted in 2013 because of data falsifi-

glucose metabolism markers from the electronic medical

cation and inappropriate disclosure of conflicts of interest.

records by pharmacists, and not physicians, improved the

Furthermore, a series of papers on the effects of Diovan

reliability of the trial data because pharmacists at the

from five universities (the Jikei University School of Med-

medical centers had no conflicts of interest involving

icine, Kyoto Prefectural University of Medicine, Shiga

Kowa Pharmaceuticals and Pfizer Japan Inc. This is

University of Medical Science, Chiba University, and

important because inaccurate data entry and failure to

Nagoya University) were retracted because of falsifica-

disclose conflicts of interest detrimentally affect the

tion. Since the Diovan scandal, all clinical research in

integrity of a paper, as was the case for the papers

Japan is tightly controlled by institutional review boards,

involved in the Diovan scandal in Japan. The last enrolled

which apply strict clinical trial regulations.

patient was recruited in 2012, and the 5-year follow-up

In contrast, the excellent cardiovascular event-suppressing effects of atorvastatin were reported at that
time. Pitavastatin (2 mg/day) and atorvastatin (10 mg/
day) have both been shown to lower LDL-C levels.2, 3） We

period extended to 2017.

Confirmation of Cardiovascular
Events for Data Fixation

therefore predicted that both pitavastatin (2 mg/day) and

The most distinctive feature of the TOHO-LIP trial

atorvastatin (10 mg/day) would also lower patients’ risks

was that every cardiovascular event that was reported
Toho Journal of Medicine・March 2022
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664 randomly assigned

332 assigned to Pitavastatin

332 assigned to Atorvastatin

・7 duplicate registration
・2 consent not given
・6 actually not taking medicine
・2 applicable to exclusion
criteria
・3 withdrawal before follow-up

3

Inclusion criteria
1. Hypercholesterolemia (TC>220mg/dL and/or LDL-C>140mg/dL)
2. Patient who has one or more atherosclerotic disease risk factors
a. Type 2 diabetes (HbA1c>6.0% (JDS) and/or GA>18.0%)
b. Stable coronary artery disease with 50% or more stenosis in a
coronary artery
c. After 3 months from the onset of acute MI or unstable angina
d. Prior PCI or CABG
e. After 3 months form the onset of acute cerebral infarction
(atheromatous, lacuna)
f. Peripheral artery disease
3. Age 35 years or more
4. Patients who gave written informed consent
Exclusion criteria
1. Heart failure NYHA III or greater
2. Chronic kidney disease (serum creatinine > 1.8mg/dL)
3. Scheduled for PCI, CABG, and/or peripheral artery intervention
4. Malignancy or high risk of malignancy
5. Uncontrolled diabetes (HbA1c>9% (JDS), GA>27%)
6. Receiving probucol
7. Familial hypercholesterolemia
8. Contraindication to statin therapy
9. Individuals who the investigator judged to be inappropriate

・3 duplicate registration
・3 consent not given
・9 actually not taking medicine
・2 taking misdirected medication
・1 applicable to exclusion criteria
・3 withdrawal before follow-up
・1 occurrence of event before observation

312 available for intention-to-treat analyses

310 available for intention-to-treat analyses

Follow-up period mean : 205.7 + 61.7 weeks
306 (98.1%) completed 1-year (52 w) follow-up
299 (95.8%) completed 2-year (104 w) follow-up
295 (94.6%) completed 3-year (156 w) follow-up
289 (92.6%) completed 4-year (204 w) follow-up
277 (88.9%) completed 240-week follow-up

Follow-up period mean :197.2 + 71.5 weeks
303 (97.7%) completed 1-year (52 W) follow-up
297 (95.8%) completed 2-year (104 w) follow-up
292 (94.6%) completed 3-year (156 w) follow-up
286 (92.3%) completed 4-year (204 w) follow-up
278 (89.7%) completed 240-week follow-up

Fig. 1 Disposition of patients. TC, total cholesterol; LDL, low-density lipoprotein; HbA1c, hemoglobin A1c; JDS, Japan
Diabetes Society; GA, glycoalbumin; MI, myocardial infarction; PCI, percutaneous coronary intervention; CABG, coronary
artery bypass graft; and NYHA, New York Heart Association. Figure 1 was drawn from Moroi et al. 4)

during the 5-year follow-up period was confirmed in the

for atherosclerotic CVD. Surprisingly, there was a signifi-

electronic medical records of each participant. Professor

cant difference in the Kaplan–Meier curves between the

Shirai and the members of the event-judging committee

pitavastatin (2 mg/day) and atorvastatin (10 mg/day)

discussed and adjudicated all 88 cardiovascular event end

therapies, although the cholesterol-lowering effects of

points using relevant patient medical records. The com-

both statins were similar over 5 years (Fig. 2). We asked

mittee was blinded to the treatment group that each par-

Professor Yamamura of Josai International University to

ticipant belonged to; however, the participants

determine whether there was a statistically significant

themselves were not blinded as this was an open-label

difference in the cholesterol levels associated with either

trial, which has its own inherent limitations. The Diovan

pitavastatin or atorvastatin over 5 years. Members of the

scandal had been reported at that time, and we could

statistical committee used applicable models, such as

prove that the events were judged correctly. It was

mixed-effect models and generalized estimating equa-

important that each cardiovascular event was judged by

tions, until they all could understand the unclear points in

more than one physician, based on a strict definition of

the data analyses over time under consideration of miss-

the event.

ing values. It was a new series of learning, and I remem-

Data Analyses and Paper Writing

ber having been impressed. The discussion with
Professor Yamamura was valuable to us in statistical

The patients recruited into the TOHO-LIP trial had

analyses. Dr. Daiji Nagayama also contributed to the sta-

hypercholesterolemia and had one or more risk factors

tistical analyses, drawing figures, and tabularization. He
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Fig. 2 Changes in lipid parameters and hemoglobin A1c levels over time and Kaplan–Meier
curves for the primary and secondary composite end points (primary end point plus coronary
revascularization). A–F: Changes through the trial period in low-density lipoprotein (LDL) cholesterol, high-density lipoprotein (HDL) cholesterol, total cholesterol, non-HDL cholesterol, triglycerides, and hemoglobin A1c levels. Values are derived from measurements made at three
medical centers at Toho University. G and H: Kaplan–Meier curves for the primary end point
(a composite of cardiovascular death, sudden, nonfatal myocardial infarction, nonfatal stroke,
or heart failure requiring hospitalization) and for a secondary composite end point (a composite of primary end point or coronary revascularization). HR, hazard ratio; CI, confidence interval. Figure 2 was drawn from Moroi et al. 4)
Toho Journal of Medicine・March 2022
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had already resigned from Toho University and has been

American high-impact factor journal and it was subjected

working as a primary care physician at his own clinic. It

to peer review. One reviewer was favorably disposed

never seemed that making research, including statistical

toward acceptance, but the other rejected it because the

analysis, was easy for him in addition to his daily work.

manuscript was not appropriate for the journal. As

What was his energy source for research? Having made

pitavastatin, which is made in Japan, was found to be

research with Dr. Nagayama made me aware of the sig-

superior to atorvastatin in the prevention of cardiovascu-

nificance of academic interest and passion for knowledge.

lar events, we suspected that the reason for unaccep-

The Diovan scandal started when an employee of the

tance might have been because the journals were

drug company that sold Diovan became involved in the

American journals. We then submitted the manuscript to

statistical analysis of the clinical trial. This employee was

journals related to arteriosclerosis. However, the paper

later described as a researcher belonging to the univer-

was rejected by two editorial offices because it was an

sity, with no disclosure that his employer was the com-

open-label clinical trial and, therefore, perceived to be vul-

pany selling the drug under investigation. This lack of

nerable to reliability degradation. The editorial office of

disclosure breaches the rules of journal publications

the New England Journal of Medicine has occasionally

internationally. The problem was not that the identity of

accepted open-label clinical trials for publication. The

the university was listed, but that the conflict of interest

faces of the co-authors came to my mind, and I plucked

was not disclosed. At the beginning of the research, there

up the confidence to submit our article for publication. As

were few specialists of statistical analyses belonging to

we were absolutely confident of the results of the TOHO-

the medical school or department of medicine at the uni-

LIP study, we also submitted it to the International Jour-

versity, and it was not easy for the statisticians to partici-

nal of Cardiology. The reply from the editorial office was

pate in clinical research. Professor Yamamura is a

that if a major revision was performed, it would be re-

statistician and had been at the Faculty of Pharmaceuti-

reviewed. To prove the authenticity of the results objec-

cal Sciences, Toho University, at the start of the TOHO-

tively, we added a new analysis with two new end points:

LIP trial. Professor Koji Shirai, a principal investigator of

major adverse cardiovascular events (MACE), defined as

the TOHO-LIP trial, asked Professor Yamamura to par-

either a composite of cardiac death and nonfatal myocar-

ticipate in TOHO-LIP research as a collaborative

dial infarction (P=0.079), or as a composite of sudden

researcher. This was a wise decision for Professor Shirai.

death, heart failure requiring hospitalization, and tran-

The results of the TOHO-LIP trial were unexpected.

sient ischemic attack (P=0.0096). The reviewers also

Patients with hypercholesterolemia treated with pitavas-

required the submission of data on the mechanism. We

tatin (2 mg/day) experienced fewer cardiovascular events

conducted additional analyses and responded to the

than those treated with atorvastatin (10 mg/day). The

reviewers’ comments. Finally, our manuscript was

primary composite end point was cardiac death, nonfatal

accepted and published in the International Journal of

myocardial infarction, nonfatal stroke, transient ischemic

Cardiology in January 2020. Some reviewers may be

attack, or heart failure requiring hospitalization. The sec-

reluctant to accept controversial or innovative research,

ondary composite end point was a primary composite

or may not allow such research to be used as a basis for

end point as well as percutaneous coronary intervention

research funding. If we were not confident of the results,

for chronic coronary artery disease (Fig. 2). The results

we might have given up submitting the manuscript. Con-

for the primary and secondary end points were consis-

fidence results from checking all the data, even if the

tent across several pre-specified subgroups (Fig. 3).

authors have a hard time, and it is important that the

Journal Policies Should Be Considered during
the Submission of the Manuscript
The manuscript was submitted to one of the American

authors are confident when submitting new data to journals with a high-impact factor.

Significance of the TOHO-LIP Trial

high-impact factor cardiovascular journals. Unexpectedly,

The TOHO-LIP trial demonstrated that patients with

it was rejected 5 days after submission without peer

hypercholesterolemia treated with pitavastatin (2 mg/

review because the content was not appropriate for the

day) experienced fewer cardiovascular events than those

journal. We then submitted the manuscript to another

treated with atorvastatin (10 mg/day). This effect was
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Subgroup

Patient'
number

Events' number/patients' number
P value for interaction

HR (95%Cl)
Pitavastation

Atorvastatin

A. Preventive efficacy for primary end point (sudden death, stroke, myocardial infarction, heart failure requring hospitalization)
Overall

622

9/312

25/310

0.364(0.169-0.785)

Age

< 65
> 65

269
353

3/135
6/177

9/134
16/176

0.349(0.092-1.327)
0.425(0.082-2.197)

0.908

Sex

Male
Female

336
286

7/168
2/144

16/168
9/142

0.441(0.181-1.076)
0.247(0.051-1.204)

0.496

Yes
No

472
150

5/238
4/74

16/234
9/76

0.355(0.128-0.984)
0.413(0.125-1.367)

0.820

Systolic blood pressure

< 140 mmHg
> 140 mmHg

501
121

6/258
3/54

17/243
8/67

0.453(0.185-1.109)
0.179(0.036-0.901)

0.479

HDL-C

< 40 mmHg
> 40 mmHg

53
569

1/26
8/286

2/27
23/283

1.131(0.057-22.590)
0.352(0.156-0.793)

0.745

> 25 kg/m2

426
196

5/226
4/86

14/200
11/110

0.278(0.099-0.783)
0.486(0.154-1.535)

0.521

Yes
No

162
460

3/77
6/235

10/85
15/225

0.307(0.082-1.150)
0.410(0.156-1.076)

0.714

Diabetes

BMI
History of ACS and/or coronary revascularization

< 25 kg/m

2

Pitavastatin better

Atorvastatin better

B. Preventive efficacy for secondary end point (primary end point + coronary revascularization for stable coronary artery disease)

Age
Sex
Diabetes

Overall

622

14/312

40/310

0.344(0.186-0.635)

< 65
> 65

269
353
336
286
472
150
501
121
53
569

6/135
8/177
11/168
3/144
8/238
6/74
10/258
4/54
1/26
13/286

19/134
21/176
26/168
14/142
26/234
14/76
27/243
13/67
3/27
37/283

0.298(0.117-0.761)
0.644(0.159-2.615)
0.422(0.208-0.857)
0.204(0.056-0.737)
0.341(0.152-0.764)
0.394(0.150-1.035)
0.417(0.205-0.849)
0.156(0.041-0.589)
0.330(0.019-5.804)
0.338(0.179-0.641)

426
196

9/226
5/86

23/200
17/110

0.322(0.148-0.702)
0.381(0.139-1.044)

0.808

162
460

7/77
7/235

19/85
21/225

0.354(0.145-0.863)
0.321(0.135-0.763)

0.902

Male
Female
Yes
No

Systolic blood pressure

< 140 mmHg
> 140 mmHg

HDL-C

< 40 mmHg
> 40 mmHg

BMI
History of ACS and/or coronary revascularization

< 25 kg/m2
> 25 kg/m2
Yes
No

Pitavastatin better

0.696
0.340
0.927
0.356
0.743

Atorvastatin better

Fig. 3 Subgroup analyses of the efficacy of pitavastatin vs atorvastatin for the primary end point and for a secondary
composite end point (primary end point plus coronary revascularization) in prespecified subgroups. Numbers of patients
with events were summarized for each subgroup within each treatment. Hazard ratios (HRs) were calculated within
each subgroup level for the treatment effect of pitavastatin 2 mg/day relative to atorvastatin 10 mg/day. The P value
was derived from an interaction test between the subgroup factors and the treatment effect of pitavastatin relative to
atorvastatin. Horizontal bars indicate 95% confidence intervals (CIs). Coronary revascularization, as a component of the
secondary composite end point, excluded target-lesion revascularization for lesions treated at the time of prior percutaneous coronary intervention. HRs for overall patients were adjusted for confounding factors, including ageN65 years, sex,
diabetes, systolic blood pressure N140 mmHg, high-density lipoprotein cholesterol (HDL-C) b40 mg/dL, body mass index
(BMI) N25 kg/m2, and a history of acute coronary syndrome (ACS) and/or coronary revascularization. Figure 3 was
drawn from Moroi et al. 4)

similar in all the subgroups. The cholesterol-lowering

events than patients undergoing treatment for the sec-

effect was the same for both the statins. LDL-C

ondary prevention of CVD.6） In the US and Europe, sec-

decreased by 37%, from 150 to 94 mg/dL, in the atorvas-

ondary prevention programs for patients at risk of

tatin group and decreased by 36%, from 148 to 95 mg/

experiencing cardiovascular events aim to reduce

dL, in the pitavastatin group.

patients’ LDL-C levels as much as possible. In contrast,

In 1998, a study reported that patients with diabetes

primary prevention programs for patients with diabetes

without a history of myocardial infarction had the same

aim to reduce LDL-C levels by 30–50%.7） According to the

risk of developing myocardial infarction as patients with-

guidelines for the prevention of atherosclerosis published

out diabetes with a history of myocardial infarction.5）

by the Japan Atherosclerosis Society,8） LDL-C levels

Subsequently, patients with diabetes undergoing treat-

should be less than 120 mg/dL for high-risk patients

ment for the primary prevention of CVD are considered

undergoing treatment for the primary prevention of ath-

to be at a lower risk of experiencing cardiovascular

erosclerosis and less than 100 mg/dL for patients treated
Toho Journal of Medicine・March 2022
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for secondary prevention. Furthermore, LDL-C levels

7

effects of both treatments. It has been reported that LPL

should be less than 70 mg/dL for patients with acute

mass is negatively correlated with coronary atherosclero-

coronary syndrome. Patients with acute coronary syn-

sis.14） Therefore, the results reported by Nagayama et al.

drome were excluded from the TOHO-LIP trial, and both

could be seen to support the main results of the TOHO-

the pitavastatin and atorvastatin groups reached this tar-

LIP trial and may also suggest that pitavastatin is more

get value. Therefore, the main message from the TOHO-

effective in reducing CVD risk than atorvastatin.

LIP trial is that treatment with pitavastatin (2 mg/day) is
recommended over atorvastatin (10 mg/day) for the primary prevention of cardiovascular events in patients
with hypercholesterolemia who have diabetes or stable

Pitavastatin’s Potential Mechanisms of
Action to Produce Effects Beyond
Cholesterol Reduction
What mechanisms underlie the biological effects,

coronary artery disease.
Are there any other studies that support the TOHO-

beyond cholesterol reduction, that pitavastatin produces?

LIP trial results? There has been no report of a one-to-

In the TOHO-LIP trial, some patients in the pitavastatin

one randomized prospective clinical study of pitavastatin

group experienced greater reductions in C-reactive pro-

(2 mg/day) compared to atorvastatin (10 mg/day). Park

tein levels than those in the atorvastatin group. Pitavas-

et al. published a design paper for a one-to-one random-

tatin may have a larger inhibitory effect on inflammation

ized prospective clinical trial of pitavastatin (4 mg/day)

than atorvastatin. Recently, it has been reported that

These

“statin monotherapy could potentially reduce any-organ-

results will be reported in the near future. Rosuvastatin

and colorectal cancer-related mortality”.15） Another sub-

(2.5 mg/day), which is currently used in Japan, has been

analysis of the TOHO-LIP trial showed that the incidence

shown to have the same effect as pitavastatin (2 mg/day)

of new cancer cases over 240 weeks tended to be lower

on reducing cholesterol levels.10）

in the pitavastatin group than in the atorvastatin group.16）

and atorvastatin (20 mg/day) in South Korea.

9）

Data Supporting the Results of the
TOHO-LIP Trial

Further investigations of these results may provide new
insights into pitavastatin’s mechanisms of action as an
anticancer drug. Recently, Xu et al. reported that pitavas-

After the publication of the main results of the TOHO-

tatin and capmatinib suppressed signaling of the MET

LIP trial, a sub-analysis was conducted by Saiki et al.11）

proto-oncogene and consequently inhibited oral and

They showed that the reduction in cardiovascular events

esophageal cancer cell growth.17） Pitavastatin may simi-

observed in the trial was associated with the cardio-ankle

larly inhibit arteriosclerosis-related cell growth more

vascular index (CAVI)-lowering effect of pitavastatin. The

effectively than atorvastatin.

CAVI is a marker of the intrinsic stiffness of the aortic
wall, independent of blood pressure at the time of mea-

Summary

surement. Increased CAVI values were observed in

The TOHO-LIP trial demonstrated that pitavastatin (2

patients with CVD or dyslipidemia and improvements in

mg/day) was more effective than atorvastatin (10 mg/

dyslipidemia were associated with reduced CAVI scores.

day) for the prevention of cardiovascular events in

The CAVI is independently associated with future car-

patients with hypercholesterolemia who had one or more

diovascular events.

Evidence of a greater reduction of

risk factors for arteriosclerotic CVD. The use of pitavas-

the CAVI with pitavastatin (2 mg/day) therapy com-

tatin (2 mg/day) is recommended over atorvastatin (10

pared with atorvastatin (10 mg/day) therapy could sup-

mg/day) in patients with hypercholesterolemia, especially

port the main results of the TOHO-LIP trial.

those with diabetes, for the primary or secondary pre-

12）

Another sub-analysis was performed by Nagayama et

vention of cardiovascular events. Further research into

They reported that patients in the pitavastatin

pitavastatin’s exact mechanisms of action could lead to

group had an increased preheparin lipoprotein lipase

the development of new drugs. This article describes my

(LPL) mass, which was associated with a greater reduc-

own experience of the process of conducting the TOHO-

tion in cardiovascular events, whereas patients in the

LIP trial and provides a historical backdrop with my own

atorvastatin group did not have an increased preheparin

opinion. What is the purpose of the study? Researchers

LPL mass, despite the similar LDL cholesterol-lowering

should always ask themselves this question. All clinical

al.

13）
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studies must focus on how the results can benefit the
patients and not how they can benefit the researcher or
provide commercial gains. Finally, I expect that researchers belonging to Toho University will disseminate clinically innovative information around the world.
Conflicts of interest: None declared.
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